The Grand Bargain Email Message and
Standard Notations
Why would a business do this (Create a 1,000,000 email march suggesting there is a grand
bargain for improvement between the schools and community) ? This is: The private sector
gives a gift that keeps on giving and influences at risk mother, child, and mentor to make certain
the age 0-6 child is really ready to read, count, and understand positive expectations before
kindergarten. At risk for this purpose influences mom to define if her child is at individual risk .
The local positive expectation is that 100% of the children will now be really ready as defined by
best practice. That new human capital to K-12 systems and communities will change everything
about local economics, education, emotions and ethics in 5-10 years.
The promotion message is set up within the private sector spending to highlight education reform
required and picking a point of reform for both no choice and win/win expectations. After 100
years the grand bargain is finally being distilled and written so it can be followed. It does not
violate the concept of the private and public sector because it starts way before the K-12 if
required. It naturally goes back to what the private sector knows will work for process and
throughput. First things first, right the first time, one size fits one. Use six sigma, if required,
and use the theory of constraints improvement processes to reach the goal, if required.
A. Local economic growth is broken. The future for the kids has become uncertain. It is broken
because the local school districts leave too many children behind right from the start and …. All
the local players living in an area (private and public) are trapped in structural failure in the
schools and now the civil society. There is no choice other than the grand bargain, and
business leadership knows it.
B. The private sector must promote a real solution without taking over. It has tried and has quit
to a major degree; but cannot quit; but has to admit education and economic outcomes are getting
worse all the time. Local business can be overrun physically or emotionally based on the lack of
relative civil values at any point and civil protection can easily get out of hand with the emotion
behind it reported and maybe manipulated or not because truth and honesty has become so
relative.
C. Business must promote to expect growth with new local customers. The public sector must
spend to produce education and civility. The public sector must produce without creating the
gap, disparities and the emotion that there is white privilege in the structures and the futures.
These musts are absolutes without the historical foundations to grow within.
There is tribulation in business when the grassroots do not take the grand bargain and run with it.
Without the grand bargain the structures will close out the growth potentials, the access to the
middle class and civility via traditional normal economic growth. There is no replacement for
normal. The money for the grand bargain exists. The laws to allow grand bargain growth
exist. Who will break through the structures with the grand bargain for the kids?

A grand bargain of some absolute value is required to grow. See summary and see the whole
discussion. Business want to create the 1,000,000 email march for all the reasons inherent in the
private sector concepts of growth economics, education, emotions, ethics, liberty, freedom,
safety, security, predictability and all other attributes of opportunity success and sharing. The
end in mind is the middle class is growing because of proper foundations. The local and regional
business will have a growth perspective because of the grand bargain far in excess of that
recently demonstrated using more and more money.

These “standard” notations are used between the email of
the 1,000,000 email march and the USAVALUE coupon to
work for the Grand Bargain Messaging
The Objective
To sell product or service in the private sector or the near private sector.
From The Email

Use the coupon printed from the landing page to our site. It is “nested” with
businesses and organizations that belief in first things first.
See the interesting buttons and other coupons on the site.
Please notice the surrounding consumer public service message
This unique email is a public service to the citizens in the approximate 10 mile area surrounding
375 Marie Ave East in West St. Paul, Minnesota. The email has been boosted by more addresses
to include more consumers as a gift arranged by USA VALUES, LLC. and Cobalt Media Group.
A priceless strong belief is being shared –
that early reading skills is first things first before kindergarten in light
of the future gaps and struggles for education proficiency
being created and reformed.

Please forward this email to anyone you know who can use it. This is serious because at the end
of the day every child deserves opportunity. The USA is a land of opportunity because of change
and the creative choices in the markets. Small business represents that opportunity, only limited
by the imagination of cash flowing choices. The public schools are critical; and are just
beginning to focus on first things first, right the first time; and must be encouraged to do so with
best practice for the child’s and society’s good fortune.
From the Coupon landing page

The Message for all consumers is click here.
In a public service, you have been brought to this coupon via targeted email provided by USA VALUES, LLC. and Cobalt Media. In that service they have
additionally sent the email to other consumers in their records for the local area to spread the message. Every school district in the nation could do a better job of
making certain 100% of the children are delivered by the community really ready to read. School districts are vested in this without being funded. This is first
things first for the school district and the child.
Please, pass this message on to those you know who must find effective early reading skills delivered to avoid the gap with or without the district. One choice
would be to Google Montessori Preschool with your zip code. Ask them about their language learning activities delivered in the classroom. Ask for assurance
because it is a huge education and economic risk reduction for you and your child.

We hope you will review the values of Friendship, Honesty,
Respect and Work. (see the coupons with value messages on this site)
They and others are delivered by the school
with an early social grace and courtesy focus.
There are many free asset, attribute and character values concepts and materials for your
use.
start here and here and here if you want to tell stories to your children.

This is serious because at the end of the day every child deserves a straight shot at opportunity.
The USA is a land of opportunity because of change and the creative choices in the markets.
Small business represents that opportunity, only limited by the imagination of cash flowing
choices. The public schools are critical; and are just beginning to focus on first things first, right
the first time; and must be encouraged to do so with best practice for the child’s and society’s
good fortune to avoid the gap before it is created.

